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Modern astronomy: basic concepts 


How large is the Universe?


The evolving Universe: Hubble parameter 


Early universe following the Big Bang


Present-day cosmology 


Key open questions

Overview of this course 
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The Expanding Universe of Lemaitre and Hubble


 from a Local Distance Ladder: Galaxy Map of the Local Universe


 from the Cosmic Microwave Background

H0

H0
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G.H.E.J. Lemaitre (1894-1966)

Hubble, E., 1929, “A relation between distance and radial velocity among extra-galactic nebulae,” PNAS, 15

Lemaitre, G., 1927, “Un Univers homogene de masse constante et de rayon croissant, rendant compte de la vitesse radiale des nebuleuses 
extra-galactiques,” Ann. Soc. Sc. Bruxelles, A47, 49-59; 1931, “A homogeneous universe of constant mass and increasing radius 
accounting for the radial velocity of extra-galactic nebulae,” MNRAS, 91, 443

“Edwin Hubble in translation trouble,” http://www.nature.com/ news/2011/110627/full/news.2011.385.html#B5, and also “Hubble 
cleared,” http:// www.nature.com/nature/journal/v479/n7372/full/479150a.html. 

Hubble-Lemaitre’s expanding universe

Theory of Big Bang

L'Hypothèse de l'Atome primitif

Observation of H0
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Spectroscopy on distant nebulae
Distant nebulae recede in Doppler shift 

Slipher, V., 1917, 
Amer. Phil. Soc., 

56, 403

How is this related to distance?

z =
v
c

= 0.004

z = 0.05

z = 0.0733

z = 0.13

z = 0.2033
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M31: Extragalactic astronomy
Hubble (1929): photometry and spectroscopy on 22 extragalactic nebulae

Hubble, E.P., 1929, PNAS 15, 168 

Approximately linear correlation of (receding) velocity with distance 

Photometric data -> 

Sp
ec

tr
os

co
pi

c 
da

ta
 ->
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M31

M31

“Here is the [Hubble’s] letter that destroyed my universe 
[Milky Way].” Harlow Shaply (1885-1972)

Edwin Hubble,1924

Observation of a very faint 
cepheid variable

The “spiral nebula M31” is a (neighboring) galaxy 
One month periodicity of Hubble’s Cepheid V1

M31: D=2.3 Mly:

Subsequent observations go far beyond …

Hubble (1924): photometry on M31
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First Principle distance measurement: parallax

https://www.nasa.gov/press/2014/april/nasas-hubble-extends-stellar-tape-measure-10-times-farther-into-space

D = 2.3 kpc

STS 125 (2009)

https://www.nasa.gov/press/2014/april/nasas-hubble-extends-stellar-tape-measure-10-times-farther-into-space:
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http://sci.esa.int/hipparcos/

All-sky map generated from Hipparcos data. Credit: ESA/Hipparcos/J. de Bruijne

Hipparchus: HIgh Precision PARallax COllecting Satellite (1989-1993)

https://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/hipparcos/catalogues

About 20,000 stellar distances observed at 10% uncertainty
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Benedict, G.F., et al., 
2002, ApJ, 124, 1695

“Comparing notes”: HST-Hipparchus observations
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Poggio, E., et al., 2020, Nat. Astron. (March 2 2020) 
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41550-020-1017-3

Our galactic disk is warped, precessing at about 1/3 the angular 
velocity of the Solar system about the center of the MW

GAIA (2013-2022) 

Goals include 200,000,000 stellar distances observed at 10% uncertainty

MW by star density

https://sci.esa.int/web/gaia/-/milky-way-s-warp-
caused-by-galactic-collision-gaia-data-suggests
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For cosmology, we use these first-principle parallax measurements to calibrate 
distances to Cepheids


Following this calibration, Cepheids (far more luminous than solar-type stars) can be 
used for extended distance measurements based on Leavitt’s law
Leavitt, H.S, Pickering, E.C., 1912, ”Periods of 25 Variable Stars in the Small Magellanic Cloud". Harvard College Observatory 
Circular. 173, 1

Extended distances

Freedman, W., 2013, Proc. IAU, 8, 3

Monson, A.J., et al., 2012, ApJ, 759, 146

Mv = (−2.43 ± 0.12)(log10 P − 1) − (4.05 ± 0.02)

Benedict, G.F., et al., 2007, ApJ, 133, 1810
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Hubble-Lemaitre’s law

Hubble (1929): V = H0D

Correlation spectroscopic to photometric data (of distant Cepheids) 

  Receding velocity = Hubble costant x distance

[H0] = s−1

[H0] = km s−1 Mpc−1

Distance scale 
between galaxies 

Velocity

Hubble constant: new parameter of observational cosmology
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Implications-I

Universe expands (galaxies are receding) 

Present

Past

Birth

D = D0
a
a0

, V = D0

·a
a

Uniform (conformal) expansion 
by a scale factor  a(t)

H =
·a
a

Hubble’s law of expansion: 
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Implications-II

Expansion is on a Hubble time scale 1/H0

Present

Past

Birth

a
a0

= t : H =
·a
a

=
1
t

To illustrate, consider “coasting”: linear 
expansion in time

Δt =
1

H0

Tracing backwards in time, we infer the 
birth of the Universe at a finite time in 
the past, approximately at 

Δt where  is the value of the Hubble 
parameter today.

H0
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: How old is the Universe?H0

Garnavich, P. M., et al., 1998, ApJ, 509, 74

Quality of measurements evolves with improved understanding 
of statistical and systematic errors

e.g. Cepheids in Virgo: H0 = 72 ± 2 ± 7km s−1Mpc−1

Kirshner, R.P., 2004, PNAS, 101, 9  

1.6Gyr

2.5Gyr

5Gyr

14Gyr

Age
1/H0

(c)2020 van Putten
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 within 10% (2003)H0

Measurement accuracy is steadily improving with modern telescopes, 
enabling large surveys, e.g., the HST survey of Cepheids in the Virgo 
cluster:

“The expansion is no illusion; it is cosmic history” 
Kirshner, R.P., 2004, PNAS, 101, 9  

Tonry, J. L. et al., 2003,
ApJ. 593, 1Age of the Universe: 13.6 ± 1.5Gyr

(c)2020 van Putten
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The Expanding Universe of Lemaitre and Hubble


 from a Local Distance Ladder: Galaxy Map of the Local Universe 

 from the Cosmic Microwave Background

H0

H0

Contents - Week 2
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W2.2

W2.3
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 measurement uncertaintiesH0

Seeing at high resolution opens up sensitivities to ever more 
adverse factors, implying known and unknown uncertainties.

e.g. counting statistics, especially in small number surveys

e.g. dependency on chemical composition of Cepheids in different galaxies (in 
applying Leavitt's law), distance to Virgo and HST instrument calibration errors.

Whence the need for large surveys and multiple independent 
measurement methods and new standard candles with the 

requirement of convergence (in results of these different 
approaches)  

(c)2020 van Putten
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Going further: Supernovae of Type Ia

Light curves of supernovae of Type Ia extend 
over a few weeks during which time they are 
powered largely by decay of 56Ni and 56Co.

With brightness reaching absolute magnitude  (Type 
Ia), supernovae may be seen much further out than Cepheids 

MB = − 19.76 ± 0.13 SN1937C
(MB ≳ − 5)

Mean rise time 17.5d 
(over 13-23d in B-

band)

Late-time nebular 
phase (optically thin, 

emission lines)

Early-time photospheric 
phase (optically thick, 

absorption lines)

102d

Type Ia: spectra are without H, He, with SiII absorption lines

Progenitors: thermonuclear explosion of a degenerate carbon-oxygen white 
dwarf star (whence no H or He) in a binary

(c)2020 van Putten
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WD: compact stars

Sirius A and B (HST)

Ring Nebula M57 (HST)

Remnant of a dying 
star ( ): 

WD plus planetary 
nebula 

0.07 − 10M⊙

Earth’s radius

Boshkayev, K., et al., 2016, IJMP: 
Conf. Ser., 41, 1660129 

Essentially supported by electron 
degeneracy pressure (whence 
relatively weak dependence  
on temperature)

M(R)

Chandrasekhar 
mass-limit 

They are very 
numerous, once 

formed, they essentially 
live forever

(c)2020 van Putten
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White 
Dwarfs

Ring Nebula M57 (HST)

Remnant of a dying 
star ( ): 

WD plus planetary 
nebula 

0.07 − 10M⊙

Kawaler, S.D., & Dahlstrom, M., 2000, Am. Sc., 88, 498

Diversity in WD by surface composition

Sirius A and B (HST)

By Meli thev - ESA's Gaia Archive + Own 
work (Wikipedia)

HR-diagram 

(c)2020 van Putten
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WD mass distributions

Kepler, S.O., et al., 2006, arXiv:1610.00371Althaus, L.G., ., et al., 2009, ApJ, 704, 1605

(c)2020 van Putten
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Type Ia progenitors
“Thermonuclear explosion of a degenerate carbon-oxygen white dwarf star 

(whence no H or He) in a binary”

WD accreting matter to near the Chandrasekhar mass limit, received from a 
non-degenerate companion, e.g. from a main sequence or red giant star by 
Roche lobe overflow or a stellar wind. 


WD-WD mergers (“DD (double degenerate) scenario”): the less massive 
member experiences tidal break-up and accretes onto the more massive 
member, subsequently collapsing to a neutron star.


Sub-Chandrasekhar: exploding a massive He surface layer at critical 
density. 

Progenitor scenarios triggering a thermonuclear run-away (sub- to 
supersonic with long to short time scales)

N.B. However, it is not at all clear that bringing a WD close to or across the Chandrasekhar 
mass-limit (for gravitational collapse to a neutron star) is actually at play or required to trigger 
the explosions that we see.

Searching for the true progenitor scenario(s) continues to be an area of active theoretical 
research some with the aid of advanced three-dimensional numerical simulations 

(c)2020 van Putten
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Type Ia light curve normalization

15d

Δm15 = m15d − mmax

To leading order, their light curves reveal effectively  one 
degree of freedom, apparent in a correlation of peak 

magnitude and decay (defined over 15d)

Crucial observational discovery by Philips, M.M., 1993, ApJ, 413, L105 

Residual diversity (variations) is less than 10%

(c)2020 van Putten



Hubble’s initial 
exploration

z ≃ 0.18

Jha, S. (2002) Ph.D. thesis (Harvard Univ.)

z ≃ 0.0005

26

Ia standard candles for cosmology

(few Mpc)

v = cz

(c)2020 van Putten
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Tonry, J. L., et al., 2003, ApJ, 593, 1

Searches for Ia’s by modern (robotic) surveys

D ≃ 3GpcD ≃ 120Mpc

(c)2020 van Putten
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Local distance ladder
Distance measurement by bootstrapping:

(c)2020 van Putten

Riess, A.G., et al., 2016, ApJ, 826, 56
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Riess, A.G., et al., 2016, ApJ, 826, 56

 from local distance ladderH0

H0 = 74.23 ± 1.74 km s−1Mpc−1

(c)2020 van Putten
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D ≃ zRH

v = H0D, z = v/c

Mapping the Local Universe

Slipher, V., 1917, Amer. Phil. Soc., 56, 403

RH = c/H0

Spectroscopy on galaxies

Hubble scale of the Universe

Now extend the Slipher program on very many galaxies far out… 
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Colles, M., et al., 2001, MNRAS, 328, 1039

2dFGRS Galaxy Redshift Survey

Sloan Great Wall

250,000 galaxies 
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 solved?H0

Local Distance Ladder (bootstrapped measurements) has been build based on 
Cepheid variables and Type Ia supernovae. (The first are calibrated using parallax 
distance measurements covering distances up to a few kpc.) 


enables precision determination of the Hubble parameter based on cosmological 
expansion over an extended redshift interval of about 


The result is 


Lemaitre’s Big Bang was  in the past.


 at hand, we have a leading-order picture of modern cosmology.


Or?

z ≲ 1

H0 = 74.23 ± 1.74 km s−1Mpc−1

1/H0 = (13.2 ± 0.07)Gyr

H0

(c)2020 van Putten
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The Expanding Universe of Lemaitre and Hubble


 from a Local Distance Ladder: Galaxy Map of the Local Universe


 from the Cosmic Microwave Background

H0

H0
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Lemaitre’s proposed Big Bang: singularity in the past


Going backwards in time, Big Bang points to high density and temperature


Expect remnant radiation (G. Gamov (1946), R. Almer & R.  Herman (1948), R. Dicke (1960),  A.G. 
Doroshkevich & I.G. Novikov (1964) and others

Lemaitre’s legacy: Cosmic Microwave Background CMB

Low energy photon - 
redshifted by a0/aSLS

Present

Past

Big Bang

High energy 
photon ( )aSLS

a = aSLS

a = a0 λ = λSLSa0/aSLS

Adiabatic relaxation of photons 
by the Einstein relation:

Horn antenna of Penzias and Wilson (1964)

SLS=surface of last scatter (when 
radiation decoupled from matter, 
at recombination, mostly of the 
primordial hydrogen and helium)
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Horn antenna of Penzias and Wilson (1964)

TCMB = (3.5 ± 1.0)K (4080MHz)

A.A. Penzias & R.W. 
Wilson (1979)

CMB discovery

(c)2020 van Putten
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CMB spectrum: perfect BB

Cosmic Background 
Explorer (COBE, 

1989-1994)

http://lambda.gsfc.nasa.gov/
product/cobe/

G.F. Smooth 
(1945-)

https://
www.nobelprize.org/
prizes/physics/2006/

press-release/

J.C. Mather 
(1946-)

TCMB = (2.725 ± 0.001)K

(c)2020 van Putten
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CMB anisotropy (COBE)

δT
T

≃ 5 × 10−5

(c)2020 van Putten

(7 degree res.)
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CMB anisotropy (WMAP)

Wilkonson Microwave 
Anisotropy Probe


(2001-2010)

(0.3 degree res.)
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CMB-cosmology (WMAP)

The universe is three-flat 

Within the standard frame-work of CDM (“ ColdDarkMatter”): Λ Λ

Will discuss this more later. For 
now, CDM/WMAP includes an 

estimate of the age of the Universe 
, whence  

Λ

T H0 = 1/T

H0 = (71.0 ± 2.5)km s−1Mpc−1
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Planck satellite 

2009-2013

(0.08 degree res.)

CMB anisotropy (Planck)
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CMB-cosmology (Planck)

The universe is three-flat 

Within the standard frame-work of CDM (“ ColdDarkMatter”): Λ Λ

H0 = (67.8 ± 0.5)km s−1Mpc−1
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“Comparing notes”:  between LDL and from CDM/CMBH0−tension Λ

Freedman, W., 2017, Nat Astron, 1, 0169

Tension 
4.3σ

 from CDM/CMBH0 Λ

 from LDLH0
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Summary

Measurements of the Hubble parameter by LDL and CDM/CMB appears to 
diverge, presently at a Gaussian equivalent level of confidence of 4.3 . 

This  is probably real, not due to a measurement errors.


 and  are probably related (more on this later).


: “At the present time, the cosmological constant problem is perhaps the most 
significant outstanding problem in our understanding of fundamental physics.” A. 
Guth (2018)


: "the biggest remaining controversy surrounding our modern view of 
the Universe." Siegel, A. (2018)

Λ
σ

H0− tension problem

Λ H0−tension

Λ

H0−tension

https://www.forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2018/06/22/why-cosmologys-expanding-universe-controversy-is-an-even-bigger-problem-than-you-realize/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2018/06/22/why-cosmologys-expanding-universe-controversy-is-an-even-bigger-problem-than-you-realize/

